Cymbals are percussion instruments that vibrate and radiate sounds when hit with a stick. A bell is the raised section in the middle of the cymbal and its size produces different sounds. In this study, we investigate the effect of bell size on the sound characteristics of cymbals. The radiated sounds and vibrations for cymbals with two different bell sizes are measured. In addition, the natural frequency and mode shape are obtained by finite element analysis and the sound radiation efficiency is calculated for each mode. The measured results indicate that the sound frequency characteristics for the large bell show three peaks with large sound pressure within the range of 1000 to 3000 Hz and the sound pressure for the small bell is larger than that for the large bell within the range of 4000 to 5000 Hz. The vibration frequency characteristics show there is no remarkable difference between the large and small bells. The sound radiation efficiencies indicate that the large bell has many modes with high radiation efficiency within the range of 1000 to 3000 Hz and their modes have a small number of nodal diameters and a large deformation at the bell. The small bell has many modes with high efficiency within the range of 4000 to 5000 Hz. This is reason for the difference in sound characteristics between the large and small bells.
はゴングの有限要素解析で振動モードを求め，モード形状と放射音の関係を調べている．シンバルに関しては，
Perrin ら (Perrin et al., 2006 (Perrin et al., , 2008 Frequency response functions of radiated sound for the cymbal with small bell for the different impact locations. The sound pressure for the small bell is larger than that for the large bell within the range of 4000 to 5000 Hz. 
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Vertical plane (c) Small bell (1, 4) Fig. 10 Sound intensity distributions on a horizontal plane at a distance of 50 mm from the cymbal and in a vertical plane across the diameter of the cymbal. The intensity for the large bell (1, 4) is much larger than that for large bell (12, 1) and the large sound energy is radiated from the bell for the large bell (1, 4) . Though the large bell (1, 4) and small bell (1, 4) have the same numbers of nodal diameters and circles, the intensity for the large bell is larger than that for the small bell. Table 4 Natural frequencies and sound radiation efficiencies of the modes for the cymbals with different bell sizes within the range of 4000 to 5000 Hz. The large and small bells have different modes in this range and the small bell has more modes with high radiation efficiency than the large bell. (a) Large bell (b) Small bell (a) Large bell (b) Small bell Fig. 11 Frequency response functions of velocity for the cymbals with different bell sizes calculated using the dominant modes. The velocity for the small bell is larger than that for the large bell. 
